We present a modular analysis program written in Python devoted to the estimation of autocorrelation times for Monte Carlo simulations by means of the Γ-method algorithm. We give a brief review of this method and describe the main features of the program. The latter is characterized by a user-friendly interface and an open source environment which, along with its modularity, make it a versatile tool. Finally we present a simple application as an operational test for the program.
Introduction
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are nowadays an important and supportive tool for various theoretical and experimental research areas. A crucial aspect of MC-simulations analysis is the accurate assessment of statistical and systematic errors and the determination of the algorithm efficiency by means of the computation of the autocorrelation time. An effective way to address these issues is given by the Γ-method [6] , a useful algorithm allowing a better exploitation of the generated data with respect, for example, to the usual binning techniques. The Γ-method has been first implemented in the MATLAB function UWERR 1 . In this work we present the UNEW project, which consists in a Python program devoted to an analysis of MC data implementing the Γ-method. The program has a modular structure that, combined with an open-source environment, allows for the possibility of extensions or embedding into preexisting software. Moreover, we provide various solutions for input data handling with a user-friendly interface.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 1 we review the Γ-method, defining all the relevant estimators that the UNEW program computes. In Sec. 2 we describe the general structure of UNEW, referring to Appendix B for the details of the supporting Python modules. In Sec. 3 we present a simple application of the program to test the correct implementation of the analysis algorithm. In particular, we simulate the Ising model with two different algorithms [3, 5] , analyse the generated data and compare the results with the literature [8] . Finally, we draw our comments and conclusions in Sec. 4.
Review of the analysis method
In this Section, we review the problem of the estimation of errors affecting MC-generated data by means of the Γ-method developed by Wolff [6] . This method relies on the evaluation the autocorrelation present in the data, allowing for an assessment of the efficiency of the MC algorithm employed.
MC simulations and preliminary concepts
Here we first sketch the main features of MC simulations, restricting our attention to the field of Statistical Mechanics. In this framework, one is interested in simulating a physical system by sequentially generating an ensemble {q i } N i=1 of configurations, sampled according to a given distribution P (q). The simulation is performed by means of an algorithm characterized by an update rule which realizes a given transition q → q with probability W (q → q ). We assume that the update process is a Markov chain having P as its unique equilibrium distribution (see Ref. [2] ), namely
where S is the space of all possible configurations. Furthermore, we also require that lim
where W (n) denotes the probability of a transition through n update steps. In the following, we consider that the ensemble {q i } N i=1 is generated after the Markov chain has reached equilibrium. From an operative point of view, this is typically achieved by thermalizing the system for a sufficiently long time.
For each configuration q i , one evaluates a set {A α } Nα α=1 of physical observables, called primary observables, whose MC-evaluations are denoted as O α (q i ) = a i α , for all i = 1, . . . , N . The output of the simulation can then be arranged into a N × N α matrix. In general, one is interested in evaluating also a derived quantity, namely a function f of the primary observables which we denote as
In particular, this is necessary for those observables which can not be defined configuration by configuration. Without loss of generality, in the following we will illustrate the basic concepts of the Γ-method referring only to the analysis of primary observables.
A review of the method for the case of a generic function can be found in Appendix A. We remark that the analysis method examined in this manuscript holds regardless of the algorithm used.
Review of the Γ-method
In general, data generated with MC algorithms exhibit autocorrelation: given two different time-steps of the simulation i and j, the corresponding estimates a i α and a j α can not be considered statistically uncorrelated. The Γ-method provides an accurate assessment of the autocorrelation and thus of the error affecting correlated data.
The statistical correlation is captured by the correlation matrix, defined, under the equilibrium assumption, as
The diagonal elements Γ α ≡ Γ αα are called autocorrelation functions. We remark that, here and in the following, averages indicated by the bracket notation · are taken on ensembles of identical numerical experiments with independent random numbers and initial states. Typically, the autocorrelation functions exhibit an exponential decay for large times
In a broad variety of cases, the decay constant τ has the same order of magnitude of the equilibration time: accordingly, as a rule of thumb, an estimate of τ can be used to verify, a posteriori, that the thermalization time of the system was much bigger than τ [6, 2] . In order to compute the statistical error and to assess the efficiency of the MC algorithm used to generate the data we define, for each observable A α , the so called integrated autocorrelation time
where ρ α (t) is the normalized autocorrelation function
and C α is the autocorrelation sum given by
The quantity τ int,α gives an estimate of the error of A α due to the autocorrelation, once the Markov chain has been equilibrated. If we consider the sample meanā
as an estimator of the exact value A α , it can be shown that the resulting error σ α ofā α is given by
Therefore the variance given by Γ α (0) is modified by a factor of
A significant issue, that may also affect the interpretation of the analysis results, concerns the practical estimate of the integrated autocorrelation time. We first need to introduce the estimator of the autocorrelation function associated to the observable A α :
As a natural estimator for τ int,α we could takē
is the estimator for the autocorrelation sum (5). However, it turns out that the variance of the estimator (9) does not vanish as N goes to infinity [2, 4] , due to the presence of noise in the tail of ρ(t). For this reason, we need to introduce a summation window W < N into Eq. (9). As a side effect, such a truncation leads to a bias in the autocorrelation sum,
which eventually translates into a systematic error associated to the error σ α of the observable A α . Therefore, the choice of the summation window W should be made with care: it has to be large enough compared to the decay time τ so as to reduce the systematic error, but at the same time not too large in order to avoid the inclusion of excessive noise. We take as optimal the summation window W that minimizes the total relative error (sum of the statistical and systematic errors) on the considered observable [6] :
In practice, such a value of W can be determined by using the automatic procedure proposed in Ref. [6] . Under the assumption of an exponential decay of the autocorrelation function, we can write
whereτ int,α is defined in Eq. (9), S is a positive factor andτ (W ) is an estimator for the decay rate τ . The S factor can be adjusted to account for possible discrepancies between τ andτ (W ). By inverting Eq. (13) one finds, at the first order,τ (W ) ∼ Sτ int,α : we use this value ofτ (W ) to evaluate the minimum of Eq. (12), which yields the optimal value W opt for W (see Appendix A for more details). As a consistency check of the resulting summation window, one can verify, by adjusting the value of S, that the plot of the integrated autocorrelation time as a function of W exhibits a plateau around the optimal value. We finally introduce a slight generalization of the framework presented above. The set of N data can be divided into R statistically independent replica, which in turn may be produced by parallel simulations or by splitting the data produced by a single run. Each replicum contains N r estimates: we denote with a i,r α the i-th MC estimate of the r-th replicum. The autocorrelation function satisfies
Notice that N r must be chosen carefully, in order to effectively end up with statistically independent replica; in particular, if N r τ does not hold, the error estimation fails. The definition of the estimators for the general case with R > 1 is given in Appendix A.
Program and library
The main purpose of the UNEW project is to provide a user-friendly interface to the implementation of the Γ-method in an open-source environment. To this end, we consider Python to be the optimal language, since it features a rich set of modules-from statistical and numerical scopes to simple yet powerful graphics capabilities-and it is also widely used in academia.
The UNEW project consists of a Python package named unew that can be run as a command line tool and it contains a number of Python modules serving as a supporting library. The unew package can be installed and used on every platform provided with an installation of Python 2.7 or higher, along with the required packages. In this section, we will briefly illustrate the structure and purpose of the modules of the package.
Input data are handled by the functions defined in the module ioutils. The Γ-method is implemented in the module analysis, which computes both the estimators of the mean values and the associated errors in terms of the integrated autocorrelation time, as explained in Section 1. The classes defined in the module plots manage all the necessary resources used to plot the results of the analysis. The package provides also the configuration module to acquire from the input parameters the necessary information to execute the analysis. The program is designed to handle an arbitrary number of files (considered as different replica of the same experiment), each one with data arranged in a N k × N α matrix, N k being the number of rows of the k-th file. Each file can be split into further segments that will be, in turn, treated as independent replica.
At the end of the analysis process, the UNEW program returns the following output: the mean value of the selected observable(s), its error, the error of the error, the variance, the naive error computed disregarding autocorrelation, the integrated autocorrelation time along with its error, and the optimal summation window. Additionally, plots are produced for convenience of the user, showing the integrated autocorrelation time as a function of the summation window, the normalized autocorrelation, the histogram of replica and the distribution of the data.
We stress again that the program is devised so that the analysis process applies to both primary and derived observables. In Appendix B, the reader can find more details on the installation instructions and on the structure of the package.
Application
In this section we test our implementation of the Γ-method, illustrating an application to the well known Ising model. We consider a collection of spin variables arranged into a square lattice of size L in absence of external magnetic fields, and simulate the model resorting to two different algorithms: Metropolis [3] and the single cluster Wolff algorithm [5] .
The scaling of the autocorrelation time τ as a function of the correlation length ξ near the phase transition (i.e. for ξ → ∞) reads
The dynamic critical exponent z depends on the update rule employed and, as one can see from Eq. (14), it gives an assessment of the efficiency of the algorithm. The practical estimation of z can be done using
by fitting τ int,α as a function of L and extrapolating the value of z α . As a consequence, one introduces a dependence of z also on the particular observable under consideration. In our analysis, we focus on the following observables: i) the energy density E and ii) the scaling quantity
where χ is the susceptibility. We will discuss our results and compare them with those given in Ref. [8] and the reader can find in Appendix B.3 a practical example of the program execution.
Results
For the test of the UNEW implementation of the Γ-method, we produced the following statistics: 10 5 thermalization steps and 10 7 sweeps. Our results shall be compared with those of Ref. [8] . The data have been generated with the two aforementioned algorithms at the critical temperature T c = 1/β c , where
. As an operational test to check the correct implementation of the Γ-method, we performed the analysis using also the MATLAB function UWERR 2 , obtaining identical results. In Tables 1 and 2 we report the results of our analysis respectively for the single cluster and Metropolis algorithm. For each algorithm we consider different lattice sizes L and evaluate E and f χ along with the respective autocorrelation times. Moreover, in Fig. 1 we show the UNEW plots of the autocorrelation time and of the normalized autocorrelation for the derived quantity f χ in the case L = 32.
Firstly, we notice that the simulations with the two different algorithms are in agreement at the 2σ-level for the mean values of f χ and E. Furthermore, as expected, the behaviour of the autocorrelation times (Fig. 1 ) exhibits a plateau starting approximately from the optimal summation window W opt ; at the same time, summing the autocorrelation function up to W opt allows to exclude (at least) a significant portion of its noisy tail. This has been achieved via a proper choice of the S factor, as discussed in Section 1.2.
In a typical scenario a suitable choice for S is around a few units [6] : this is indeed what we find for both algorithms.
In order to assess the validity of our results, we estimate the critical dynamic exponent z according to Eq. (14) and compare our findings with the existing literature. The extrapolation of z for the observable f χ is shown in Fig. 2 and the obtained values are reported in Table 3 . In the extrapolations we exclude the data points corresponding to L = 24, 32 for the cluster algorithm, based on the improvement of the infinite volume extrapolation, that is the one of interest. As for the Metropolis algorithm, we recover the value z ≈ 2 as expected for a local algorithm. Regarding the single cluster algorithm, in order to compare our results with Ref. [8] , the following rescaling of τ is necessary:
where C s is the average cluster size and m = 1 for the two-dimensional Ising model (for further details see Ref. [5] ). By doing so, the estimated value for z becomes equal to 0.137(5), in agreement with Ref. [8] .
Conclusions
The UNEW project provides a simple yet effective tool, in an open-source environment, to address the issue of the accurate assessment of statistical errors affecting MC-estimates of primary and derived observables. The program implements the Γ-method, which produces better estimates of the errors with respect to the usual binning techniques by taking into account the autocorrelation present in the generated data. The choice of Python as programming language aids the reuse of this software in other projects both as a standalone executable and as a library.
We showed an application of the analysis program to the Ising model in two dimensions. The simulations were performed employing the single cluster Wolff and Metropolis algorithms. Our results are identical with those obtained via UWERR and compatible with those of the existing literature, implying that the analysis method is well implemented in UNEW.
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Appendix A. Γ-method for derived quantities
Here we briefly illustrate how to extend the discussion of the Γ-method made in Section 1 to the more general case of a derived quantity F = f (A α ) following Ref. [6] . Furthermore, we consider the case of an arbitrary number R > 1 of replica. Accordingly, we slightly modify the notation with respect to Section 1: we define the per-replicum means as As an estimator of the derived quantity f we takē
We assume that the Taylor expansion of f in the fluctuations is valid, allowing us to writeF
where we defined
evaluated at the exact values. The error σ F is related to the correlation function through
where the correlation sum
generalizes Eq. (5). Also in this case, similarly to Eq. (7), we can rewrite
thus separating the contributions coming from the effective variance of F 8) and from the integrated autocorrelation time of F , given by
Exploiting the division of our data into replica, we consider as an estimator of the autocorrelation function
which reduces to Eq. (8) for R = 1. Nonetheless, one usually needs to compute only a few functions of the primary observables. Then, from a practical point of view instead of computing the whole correlation matrix it is more convenient to evaluate the projection Here the gradientsf α are defined as in (A.5), but evaluated at the mean values a 1 ,ā 2 , . . . of the primary variables. In practice, their numerical estimates are given by the difference quotients
For the effective variance v F and the error C F (see Eqs. (A.6) and (A.8)) we take the following estimators:v
Notice that, as already discussed for the case of the primary observables, we need to truncate the sum in Eq. (A.14) to a summation window W . We will come back to the automatic procedure to determine the optimal value of W in the following. The estimators of the error σ F in Eq. (A.7) and of the integrated autocorrelation time τ int,F in Eq. (A.9) are simply given bȳ
It can be shown that the statistical error affectingC F (W ) is
leading to a statistical error of the error
For the error on the autocorrelation time, instead, if τ int,
The estimator for the derived quantity F is affected by a bias due to the truncation of the power expansion (A.4); in order to cancel it up to the leading order 1/N , one can exploit the division of data into replica and replacē
On the other hand, also the correlation functionΓ F (t) is affected by a bias caused by the subtraction of the ensemble meansā α instead of the exact values in Eq. (A.10). We correct this bias at leading order by first evaluatinḡ C F (W ) according to (A.14) and then substitutinḡ
The new resultingΓ F (t) is eventually taken to give a second, more refined estimate ofC F (W ).
Let us now come back to the windowing procedure. Solving Eq. (13) for τ (W ) yields
which is valid forτ int (W ) > 1/2. Ifτ int (W ) ≤ 1/2, instead, we setτ (W ) to a tiny positive value. We hence evaluate, for each integer W , the derivative g(W ) (up to a factor) of Eq. (12):
and take as the optimal value W opt the first value of W for which g(W ) becomes negative. If the windowing condition fails (i.e. g(W ) does not change sign) up to ν = min r N r /2, the summation window is taken as ν. The correlation sum (A.14) is computed only up to t = t max = 2 min(W opt , ν). Finally, we define some estimators which are useful for producing plots related to the derived quantity and to the autocorrelation time. The replica distribution
is plotted, with a Q-value given by
where P is the regularized lower incomplete Gamma function
The normalized autocorrelation function
is also plotted along with its error (given by Eqs. (E.10) and (E.11) of Ref. [1] ).
Supposing that the input data reside in the directory data, the analysis of derived can be issued with the following command:
UNEW supports also the specification of the input parameters through a configuration file written in YAML with the following general format: Such a configuration file can be generated by adding the option -C. If the file is named conf.yaml, the program can then be run with the following command:
For further details about the usage we refer the reader to the documentation 5 and for a practical example we refer to Appendix B.3.
Appendix B.2. Structure of the program
In this section, we describe in a greater level of detail the modules introduced in Section 2.
The module ioutils provides the function load_files that loads the input data from a list of file paths. The returned object is a list of numpy arrays of replica. If one needs to subdivide the files into more replica or in the case there is only one file with many replica, one can pass to the function load_files the parameter R in order to split each file into R replica. The total number of replica is then given by RN files , where N files is the number of data files given in input. Before performing the analysis, input data are adapted through the function prepare_data into a numpy array with dimensions (R, N r,max , N α ), where N r,max = max r N r .
The module analysis is devoted to the implementation of the Γ-method. The classes PrimaryAnalysis and DerivedAnalysis compute the output of the program depending on whether the user chooses to analyse, respectively, primary or derived observables. In particular, the autocorrelation function is computed using the following estimators, stored as instance variables in an object of type AnalysisData:
• value, the estimator of mean values, defined in Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3);
• rep_value, an array with the values of the derived quantity taken at the per-replicum means (A.1);
• rep_mean, the average over replica, see Eq. (A.20);
• deviation, the R×N r,max -matrix whose entries are defined in Eq. (A.12).
The program then computes the errors and the autocorrelation times and stores the resulting data in the same AnalysisData object; the essential output of the program consists in the following variables:
• w_opt, the optimal value W opt for the summation window W , see Eq. (A.21);
• t_max, the maximum value of t up to which the autocorrelation function Γ F (t) (A.11) is computed; see the discussion following Eq. (A.21);
• value, the unbiased expectation value of F (see Eqs. (A.3) and (A.19));
• dvalue, the error of value, given by Eq. (A.15) with W = W opt ;
• ddvalue, the statistical error of dvalue, given by Eq. (A.17) with W = W opt ;
• variance, the variance of F , (A.13);
• naive_err, the error of F computed disregarding autocorrelations,
, wherev F is the variance (A.13);
• tau_int, the integrated autocorrelation time, given by Eq. (A.16) with W = W opt ;
• dtau_int, the error of tau_int, given by Eq. (A.18) with W = W opt ;
• tau_int_fbb, the partial autocorrelation times (A.16);
• dtau_int_fbb, the error of tau_int_fbb, given by Eq. (A.18);
• rho, the normalized autocorrelation function (A.24);
• drho, the error of rho, see Eqs. (E.10) and (E.11) of [1] ;
• qval, representing the Q-value for the histogram of replica distribution, given by Eq. (A.23).
At the end of the analysis process the program draws the plots of the integrated autocorrelation time, the autocorrelation function, the distribution of data, and the distribution of replica. The underlying graphics engine is provided by matplotlib. The plots are handled by the classes PrimaryPlot and DerivedPlot which delegate the actual drawing to the class PlotHelper: the method autoCorrTime plots the integrated autocorrelation time from 0 to t_max, while the normalized autocorrelation function is drawn by calling normAutoCorr. Additionally, the class PlotHelper provides the method histogram to plot the replica distribution (see Eq. (A.22)).
Furthermore, the program validates the input parameters, whether given on the command line or through a configuration file, and reports an error to the user when it can not proceed with the analysis. The validation process relies upon the Python module voluptuous 6 , which presents a simple interface and supports complex data structures. All the validationrelated code resides in the module configuration. This module defines a configuration class, UnewConfig, whose members provide all the essential information required to perform the analysis (e.g. data-file names, functions, specification of the observables, number of replica). The validation process is carried out by checking whether instances of this class are properly constructed. Since UNEW can be run providing the input parameters either as command line options or through a YAML configuration file, the library provides the classes CmdLineValidator and FileValidator defining the appropriate validation schema in the two cases. Additionally, the program produces the plots in Fig. 1 and the histogram of replica as shown in Fig. B.3 .
